
SOLAR PANELS TO MAKE MY HOUSE 
MORE ATTRACTIVE AND BEAUTIFUL



ISSOLPLUS, is a range of high performance solar panels,
 manufactured in Belgium improving your daily life.

The craze for photovoltaic technology has made some people 
lose their heads. Certain manufacturers and installers have 
started a price war to the detriment of quality products and 
architectural cohesion.

What is the life of these products? How long can we stand the 
sight of our disfigured roofs?

ISSOLISSOL PLUS takes the idea further and offers a harmonious range 
of, quality products manufactured in Belgium. ISSOL PLUS uses 
photovoltaic technology more rationally and places man and his 
environment at the centre of its considerations. 

• An ADDED VALUE for your estate.
• An aesthetic and HIGH PERFORMANCE SOLUTION.



Mr Jean-Marie CREMER, Civil Engineer in Construction, 
Associate and President of the Greisch office at Liège.         

            It is imperative that my photovoltaic 
installation integrates harmoniously into the 
architecture of my house. ”“
  
     We did not want to jeopardise the aesthetic 
look of our house which is why our installer suggested          
ISSOLPLUS products.               

Mr and Mrs de Campenaere de Linkebeek

  
The “CENIT Solrif” laminated photovoltaic panels 
with watertight joints efficiently covers the roof and 
produces electricity. 

Conception: FHW Architects and Engineers Office.
Implementation: Architect Ph. Nicodème.
                          
ZERO ENERGY T.PALM house respecting the 
European Directive “Nearly Zero-Energy Buildings”  

  Efficiency and harmony led us to chose 
the “Terra Cotta” CENIT panels.

Their colours match well the brown colour of the tiles 
and the tone of the bricks.

         ”
 Dr Philippe Masson,
GP at Battice

“

”“



www.issol.be

 ISSOL sa/nv 
   Z.I. des Plénesses - Rue du Progrès, 18 
      B -4820 Dison (Liège) Belgium 

 

 Tel : +32 87 33 81 64 
    Fax : +32 42 90 05 04 
       Email: infopv@issol.eu

The performance and the economic success of photovoltaic technology 
via the financial arrangement of projects with third party investors, roof 
or façade leasing and the sale of renewable energy - ESCo

The design, fabrication and construction of integrated architectural 
projects where photovoltaic technology becomes an active construction 
material

A locally based turnkey solution with real guarantees for company 
owners who wish to convert their premises into photovoltaic electricity 
generating stations

The supply of standard and standard PLUS photovoltaic modules for 
individuals tempted by renewable energy provided that their house 
becomes more beautiful and attractive

ISSOL PLUS is the made to measure department of ISSOL and is part of the following full range of services.
The 4 expert services of ISSOL:

The Range of ISSOLPLUS 
products :  
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